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ABOUT US
We help companies differentiate with

robust technology and high quality of

user experience. We help build products,

which require high processing speeds,

multi-tenancy, multi-tier architecture

and support strong integrations.



We have worked with a lot of amazing startups and enterprises to build scalable and

efficient digital products. 

 

 

OUR CLIENTS



CASE 
STUDIES



SYMANTEC
ICSP CLOUD
CONSOLE

We are working with Symantec
to help them build an MVP for
one of their popular IOT
Cybersecurity product. 
The MVP will be used to
demonstrate the product
capabilities to almost all major
Fortune 100 clients of
Symantec.

Technologies Used - 

 1) Angular 5

2) REST APIs

 



SYMANTEC
CSP

An Angular based web app for a
Symantec - a Fortune 500
cybersecurity company. We are
helping them migrate from
legacy system to a cloud-
based web app. 

Technologies Used - 

 1) Angular 5

2) REST APIs

 



FOUNDATIONS 
CORNOARY 

TOOL

Foundations is a key product of
HealthLevel - a Silicon Valley
based company. We are helping
them build a tablet/iPAD app
for doctors to draw and mark
critical heart related data on
SVG templates.

Technologies Used - 

 1) SVG and related libraries.

2) Angular 6.

 



24 KLEN
We worked with 24Klen - a
laundry startup based in India
to develop native android apps
and a centralized management
dashboard. The platform lets 24
Klen manage the entire supply
chain of their retail outlets,
delivery agents and customers.

Technologies Used - 

 1) MEAN Stack - Dashboard

2) Native Android

 



OPEX
Opex is an Industry 4.0
platform which we built to help
our client - a manufacturing
firm, track key business metrics
like overall equipment
efficiency, production losses,
productivity and more.

Technologies Used - 

 1) MEAN Stack

 



TASK-MANA 'task management' app for a
real estate firm which lets the
admins manage their workforce
and assign tasks to them in a
simple and efficient way.

Technologies Used - 

 1) MEAN Stack

2) Redis

3) AWS (for hosting)



EAZYPARQA mobile application to let
users find parking spots in
crowded areas for a nominal
fee. We also developed a
detailed Admin panel for the
founders.

Technologies Used - 

 1) MEAN Stack - For Admin Panel

2) Android (Native)

3) AWS (for hosting)



VITALITY BSSA web portal that helps Vitality
BSS manage their medical BPO
processes. This portal reduces
their data management by
almost 60%. It tracks employee
productivity, targets, deadlines
and much more.

Technologies Used - 

 1) MEAN Stack 

 



JOBZMOJO
A web portal where executives
can get reskilled and learn new
skills. The platform was
developed to provide a
gamified learning experience.

Technologies Used - 

 1) MEAN Stack

2) HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap

 



OUR
SERVICES
We work with our clients for either an

End to End engagement where we start

right from strategizing to deployment

and maintenance or get involved just for

Consultation Design, Engineering or

Maintainenance. 



PRODUCT 
DESIGN

UI/UX Design
Product Planning &
Roadmaps
Iterative & Rapid
Prototyping
Usability & Heuristics
Improvements

PRODUCT
ENGINEERING 

SaaS / Software
Development
Web Apps Development
Sustainable planning 
Customzied Enterprise
Applications

STRATEGY &
CONSULTATION

ROI & Conversion
Optimization
Product Analytics &
Insights 
Enterprise Architecture 
Go-to-Market
Strategies 



CLOUD
SOLUTIONS

We have an in-house team of Cloud

Specialists and Engineers who have

helped our clients with consultation and

implementation in AWS and Google Cloud

Services.



CI / CD 
CONSULTANCY

Our experience in developing complex apps for web

has helped us internally improve our development

processes. We started doing Continuous integration

and continuous delivery as part of our dev cycle. 

 

We, now help other businesses by implementing

CI/CD pipelines for them.



THANK
YOU.

CONTACT US:

 
www.steinnlabs.com

+91 907-508-3583
+91 976-513-6777


